Welcome to Firefly Child Care at King George. When you arrive at our location this is our mudroom
where you will find our screening sheets on the corner table. A staff member will greet you and your
child in the mudroom and then bring your child to their classroom.

In our mud room you will find a cubby which each child has been assigned. We also display what we
have been exploring and learning at day care on our bulletin boards in our mudroom.

Our room is just through the mudroom doors and to the left.

Here you see a view of our room layout.

This is our quiet area. Here is where the children can enjoy reading books on the couch or in the quiet
cube. We also have quiet activities for one child or small groups to play with. The fidget board allows the
children to explore different materials and how to manipulate them while using fine motor skills. The
shelf of toys is for individual play or small groups as well. This is where children can find loose end parts,
fine motor toys and even building materials. Toys are often changed weekly.

Here is our craft centre. Every day we provide a teacher instructed art project which is done after rest
time. During the rest of the day the centre is set up for children to explore their creativity on their own.
We provided them with multiple open ended craft materials. These materials may include scrap papers,
pipe, cleaners, stickers, googly eyes, nature items from outside, pompoms etc. they are also provided
with scissors, clue, markers and crayons. Here the children can explore and display their creativity and
develop fine motor skills.

Here is out dramatic play area. We have the kitchen set up with real household materials and old food
boxes for a more realistic feel. Here the children can be creative and use their imagination. They often
are playing restaurant or house in the kitchen. They enjoy the cleaning materials and sweep and mop
the floors. We often change the dramatic play centre to different themes based on the children’s
interests. Changes we have made before are turning it into a grocery store, ice cream shop, candy shop,
restaurants etc.

Here is our gross motor and carpet toy area. Here the kids explore with toys using their imagination with
the variety of materials provided for them. They can also use the wood or larger sturdy material that are
provided to build ramps or tracks to balance on or play with the toys on. Here the toys are changed
weekly based on the children’s interest.

This is our eating area where the children get to enjoy snacks and lunch. We provide balanced nutritious
meals and snacks based on the Canadian food guide.
When tables are not in use for snack and lunch the children will use them for puzzles, smaller toys, loose
parts, play dough and other tabletop toys.

Here you see out green wall with a variety of plants. We also have cubbies which are assigned to each
child to keep their belonging in.

Here are our classroom fish. The children enjoy watching them swim around.

